
  
Local business doubles following major acquisition 
 
WA home grown business, Fair Go Finance doubled in size from 1 July following the acquisition of Capfin Money, 
to create one of the largest non-bank personal loan lenders in the Australian small loan market. 
 
Fundco Pty Ltd which trades as CapFin Money (previously Spot Loans) was purchased by Fair Go Finance, 
providing an exciting opportunity to scale the Australian operations and access a wealth of data. 
 
The combined operations of Fair Go and Capfin now establishes the business as one of the largest non-bank 
personal loan lenders in the Australian small loan market.  With this scale there are significant advantages as 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) becomes a reality in the risk management framework of modern lenders.  With both 
businesses having customer bases that span a decade, the additional data available to Fair Go Finance will make 
the use of its technology more valuable and help it continue to comply with ASICs Responsible Lending 
Obligations, which many lenders struggle with.  
 
Fair Go, established in Australia in 2008, joined the MyBucks Group in 2017 and the synergy between the two 
newly merged businesses is positive for the future. 
 
“Capfin, or Spot Loans as it was known, is a well-run business with a similar compliance culture, which supports 
the customer retention as we integrate and grow,” said Fair Go Finance CEO Paul Walshe. 
 
“With a high degree of similarity between our two operating models, this acquisition will support the merged 
entity to pre-emptively adapt to possible regulatory changes and market developments that will materialise with 
the evolution of open banking, comprehensive credit reporting and the continued digital uptake in Australia.” 
 
“It is great to see the Australian business leveraging the capabilities of the group and we expect the Australian 
and Asian markets to be key in the future of MyBucks,” said Frankfurt listed fintech MyBucks Group CEO, Tim 
Nuy.   
 
“We will continue to look for growth opportunities within these key markets.” 
 
Originally part of the embattled Steinhoff Asia Pacific Group, the opportunity to purchase Capfin emerged as 
parent company Pepkor Asia Pacific (the parent company of well-known Aussie retail brands like Best & Less) put 
non-core assets up for sale as part of a balance sheet strengthening process. 
 
The Perth - based business now employs approximately 50 people and contributes millions to the local economy 
through employment, suppliers, charities and local sponsorships. 
 
“We have already gained significant market share from larger players over the last 12 months and the combined 
strength from this acquisition and our technology will continue to drive this migration and higher growth rates,” 
added Mr Walshe. 
 
ENDS. 
 
https://www.fairgofinance.com.au 
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